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Abstract: Wireframe frameworks have been investigated for
the construction of complex nanostructures from a scaffolded
DNA origami approach; however, a similar framework is yet
to be fully explored in a scaffold-free “LEGO” approach.
Herein, we describe a general design scheme to construct
wireframe DNA nanostructures entirely from short synthetic
strands. A typical edge of the resulting structures in this study is
composed of two parallel duplexes with crossovers on both
ends, and three, four, or five edges radiate out from a certain
vertex. By using such a self-assembly scheme, we produced
planar lattices and polyhedral objects.

As a latecomer in DNA nanotechnology, the scaffolded
DNA origami method has showcased its self-assembly power,
and all kinds of complex structures have been constructed
based on the method.[1] On the other hand, DNA self-
assembly from short strands without the guidance from
a scaffold, which was introduced to the field much earlier,[2]

has also emerged recently as a method for constructing
complex addressable structures.[3] After a well-received
introduction of complex addressable structures from single-
stranded tiles/bricks, several classic motifs in DNA nano-
technology have been adopted to construct addressable
nanostructures.[4] The successful results have shown that the
classic motifs are capable of self-assembly into not only
micrometer periodic lattices with few repetitive motif species
but also complex addressable structures with hundreds or
even thousands of distinct motif species.

The structural motifs of this report are modified from
those from earlier studies.[4b,5] Instead of regular lattice type

(i.e., compact helices in parallel) of arrangement, armed
motifs are designed to form lattice-free wireframe structures.
To begin with, we use armed motifs to construct 2D wireframe
structures of full addressability. Then, we also demonstrate
that single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) or double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) linkers at a specific vertex can result in a desired
angle between the corresponding arms. Moreover, the similar
designs are also applied to form extended structures from
repetitive motifs. Besides planar wireframe structures, poly-
hedral objects, such as octahedrons and icosahedrons, are also
constructed. The design principle presented in this study is
a generally applicable to different types of addressable
wireframe architectures.

Different from the earlier designs, in which a typical
double-duplex edge is bundled by crossovers in the middle of
the helices,[1g,h, 2d,h] a typical edge of all the structures
presented in this study has two duplexes bundled by cross-
overs on both ends (i.e., crossovers at vertices).

We first designed Y-shaped motifs to form an addressable
honeycomb grid. The resulting honeycomb grid can be viewed
as individual Y-shaped motifs intertwined with one another
by their matching arms. AY-shaped motif is divided into three
52-nt strands, shown in different colors in colors Figure 1A.
Each component strand consists of four 13-nt domains
(Supporting Information, Figure S1). Each arm of a Y-motif
is paired with an arm from a matching Y-motif for an edge of
two bundled helices (each with 2.5 helical turns) with
crossovers on both ends. The symmetric design ensures that
there is only one nicking point for every component duplex.
The full honeycomb grid consists of 77 distinct Y-motifs and
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there are 14 rows with five or six Y-motifs for each row (256
distinct strands for the full structure). Similarly, we designed
X-shaped motifs to form an addressable rhombic grid.
Following the similar design principles, four nicking points
correspond to four strands for each X-shaped contour (each
component strand is 52-nt long with four 13-nt domains)
(Figure 1B and Figure S2). Individual X-motifs matching one
another to form a rhombic grid composed of 42 X-motifs
(seven rows by six columns; 194 distinct strands for the full
structure).

After agarose gel electrophoresis, a dominant band was
presented for each addressable structure (including ones
introduced later in this report), indicating a successful
formation of the structure. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
images revealed the desired morphologies of honeycomb or
rhombic grid with the expected dimensions and patterns
(Figure 1, right panels). Detailed measurements can be found
in Table S1. The formation of single Y- and X-motifs was
characterized by agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure S3).
Notably, the X-shaped motifs resulted in rhombic, instead
of tetragonal, grids; and correspondingly, the central cavity of
the motif took a rhombus shape instead of square shape. An
adjacent pair of angles of an X-shaped vertex were circa 11088
and circa 7088, instead of both 9088. This is presumably because
of the compromise between two conflicting factors; max-
imizing base stacking between adjacent aromatic nucleobases
at the vertices and minimizing electrostatic repulsion among
the DNA backbones. Similar angle preferences have also
been observed previously in other systems that involve 4-way
branched motifs, though the exact angle values were differ-
ent.[6]

For a 3-fold symmetric arrangement of the Y-motif, the
angles between any two arms are supposed to be 12088 because
the central cavity has an undeformable triangular shape.
Indeed, circa 12088 angles were observed in the corresponding
AFM image (Figure 1A). The observed value of circa 12088 in

the Y-motif design was close to the observed value of circa
11088 in the X-motif design, suggesting that similar local vertex
structures between adjacent arms existed in both motifs. The
geometry of the Y-motif was subjected to adjustment. For
example, when a 10-bp duplex segment was placed at one of
the three crossover points between adjacent arms of a certain
vertex, the geometry of the central cavity would change,
leading an angle change from circa 12088 to circa 15088.
Consequently, Y-shaped vertices deformed toward a T-
shape (Figure 2A and Figure S4). Similar angle control was
applied to X-shaped vertices of the rhombic lattice (Fig-
ure 2B and Figure S5). The incorporation of additional
duplex segments (10 bp) led to an angle change from circa
11088/7088 of the X-shaped vertices to circa 9088 of the cross-
shaped vertices. (Figure 2B). As shown in averaged AFM
images of structures with angle control (Figure 2A and B,
insets of right panels), the implementation strategy was
effective (Table S1). However, such a control was not precise,
and angles varied from junction point to junction point and
from structure to structure. When the linker of each Y-shaped
vertex was kept unpaired as ssDNA instead of dsDNA, the
circa 15088 angles of the grid became less specified because of
the unbalanced base stacking (Figure 2C and Figure S6). Self-
assembly of the grids from X-motifs with one or two 10-nt
single-stranded linker(s) (three or two crossover points
without linkers) at each vertex was also investigated. For an
X-shaped vertex with two 10-nt single-stranded linkers at
crossover points of opposing positions, two pairs of adjacent
arms without any linkers at the crossover points tended to
have a strong base stacking interaction and the vertex became
H-shaped. Hence, a diagonal stripe pattern was presented for
the grid (Figure 2D and Figure S6). For an X-shaped vertex
with one 10-nt single-stranded linker, the single linker at
a certain vertex resulted in uncertainty in the stacking
orientation. Each of the two stacking orientations results in
a specific local pattern. Consequently, a chimera of the
rhombic pattern and diagonal stripe pattern was presented for
the grid (Figure 2E and Figure S6). The results with unpaired
linkers clearly show that base stacking at the crossover point
between adjacent arms can determine the general geometry
of a vertex. The insertion of single-stranded linkers across
arms weakens or cancels the stacking force and brings in
flexibility to the corresponding vertex.

The same motifs were also implemented in a repetitive
fashion for construction of extended structures. For example,
a number of X-motifs (4 X 4 array with 16 motifs) or Y-motifs
(2 X 3 array with 6 motifs) served as a repetitive unit cell for
the construction of a 1D extended ribbon. Samples after
annealing were subjected to AFM imaging. 1D ribbons with
desired widths and texture details under AFM shows the
successful self-assembly (Figure 3 A,B; Figures S8 and S9). In
particular, we designed one continuous strand consisting of
six 16-nt domains (96-nt full length) as a full Y-motif with
palindromic segments and a tube structure was constructed
entirely from one species of strand. Such a tubular config-
uration was verified by using AFM (Figure 3 C; Figure S10).
Similar thin tubes were presented in other extended lattices
with different numbers of repetitive motifs (Figures S11 and
S12). The sparse nucleation of small flexible arrays in closed

Figure 1. 2D addressable wireframe structures from armed motifs.
A) Addressable honeycomb grid with Y-shaped (3-arm) motifs.
B) Addressable rhombic grid with X-shaped (4-arm) motifs. Panels
from left to right: Schematics of full structures, schematics of
representative motifs, and AFM images (scale bars =100 nm). Insets:
Reference-free class average calculated from single-particle AFM micro-
graphs [N =11 in (A) and N = 84 in (B)].
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tubular conformation followed by fast growth would lead to
the formation of thin tubes. We compared the self-assembly
yields of the extended structures composed of different
numbers of distinct motifs (i.e., different sizes of repetitive
units) by agarose gel electrophoresis. The results revealed
a yield decrease in self-assembly with an increasing number of
component strands (Figure S13).

Restricted by the polarity of DNA strands (i.e., each
strand has a 5Q and a 3Q end), it is not possible to use the same
edge design (odd number of helical half-turns) for triangu-
larly faced polyhedra such as octahedrons and icosahedrons[7]

(Figures S14 and S15). Thus, we designed an octahedron and
an icosahedron with two bundled DNA duplexes as edges,
whose length was modified as an even number of helical half-
turns to satisfy the polarity requirement. A DNA octahedron
is composed of eight triangles and twelve thin rectangles
(phosphodiester bonds as short edges of thin rectangles for
illustrative purposes). Two long sides of a thin rectangle are
complementary to specific edges from two matching triangles
to form a double-duplex edge of the DNA octahedron. As
shown in Figure 4A, each triangle is composed of three DNA
strands resulting from three nicks, and each thin rectangle is
composed of two DNA strands resulting from two nicks.
Because of the symmetric arrangements, each DNA strand
has three domains (11 nt, 10 nt, and 11 nt, Figure S16). The

Figure 2. 2D addressable wireframe structures with angle control. A) From Y-shaped vertices (Figure 1A) to T-shaped vertices (with double-
stranded linker at one of the three crossover points of each vertex). B) From X-shaped vertices (Figure 1B) to cross-shaped vertices (with double-
stranded linkers at two of the four crossover points of each vertex). C) From Y-shaped vertices (Figure 1A) to irregular 3-arm vertices (with single-
stranded linker at one of the three crossover points of each vertex). D) From X-shaped vertices (Figure 1B) to H-shaped vertices (with single-
stranded linkers at two of the four crossover points of each vertex). E) From X-shaped vertices (Figure 1B) to chimeric vertices (with single-
stranded linker at one of the four crossover points of each vertex). Panels from left to right: Schematics of full wireframe structures, schematics
of component motifs, and AFM images (scale bars =100 nm). Insets: Reference-free class averages calculated from single-particle AFM
micrographs [N=15 in (A), N = 27 in (B) and N =94 in (D)]. Averaging is not available for structures in (C) and (E) due to the particle
heterogeneity.

Figure 3. Extended wireframe structures from armed motifs. A) Ribbon
from X-motifs extended in 1D. B) Ribbon from Y-motifs extended in
1D. C) Tube structure from one continuous Y-motif extended in 2D.
Top: Schematics (repetitive unit cells highlighted in blue). Bottom: The
corresponding AFM images (scale bars = 100 nm).
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single-stranded linker (i.e., T2) at each vertex of the triangle
contour is designed to increase flexibility and the component
strands have uniform lengths of 32/34 nt.[1g,2d,h] An octahedron
of elongated edge length was also designed and constructed
(Figure S17). As a control, component strands without T2
linkers (Figure S18) failed to self-assemble into a desired
octahedron. The necessity of including linkers indicates that
the flexibility of arms around a certain vertex associated from
the linkers enables the arms to fit into a specific geometry.
Similar design principles were also applied to construct
a DNA icosahedron composed of twenty triangular contours
and thirty thin rectangular contours.

The DNA polyhedron samples after gel-based purifica-
tion were subjected to cryogenic transmission electronic
microscopy (cryo-EM) for imaging. The desired octahedron
and icosahedron morphologies were observed after 3D
reconstruction (Figure 4B,C, bottom panels). The 3D maps
also revealed that each edge was composed of two bundled
duplexes. Additionally, the resolutions of the well-defined
DNA polyhedra in this study are 1.9–2.5 nm (Figures S19–
S21), which are comparable to ones constructed from
repetitive motifs (at 1–4 nm resolutions).[2h, 7,8] In general,
the limited resolution the 3D reconstruction of DNA
polyhedra is presumably due to the structural flexibility and
the corresponding sample inhomogeneity.

Earlier examples in the field have shown that 2D lattices
and 3D objects can be constructed by repetitive junction
units.[2g,h, 9] In order to precisely control the angles between
arms, it is necessary to carefully design linker lengths around
a certain vertex, and adjust the concentration of the
component motifs especially in the formation of a certain
type of polyhedron.[2h, 7,9b,c,10] With precise molecular design,
the minimalist strategy gives rise to extended 2D lattices of
different patterns and a collection of polyhedra. On the other
hand, most structures presented in this study are constructed
with addressable components. In such a maximalist strategy,
many more species of strands are involved and structural
formation is deterministic without the necessity to fine tune
strand concentrations and angles between junction arms.

Yields of nanostructures from the maximalist strategy are
in general low and a yield gap is apparent when counterparts
from minimalist strategy are available (Table S2). As indi-
cated by the yield decrease for structures with increasing
numbers of components (Figure S13 and Table S2), elevated
complexity level could contribute to the difficulty of the
desired self-assembly. On the other hand, the relative high
yields in minimalist self-assembly can be attributed to a care-
ful molecular design and construction (e.g., fine tuning of
geometries of junction points and annealing protocols).
Similar optimization could be applied to the maximalist
self-assembly to achieve higher yields and better structural
integrity. These two strategies can be viewed as two comple-
mentary design philosophies. The minimalist strategy requires
fewer component strands but the molecular design to achieve
precisely controlled geometries could be prohibitively chal-
lenging; the maximalist strategy enables greater structural
complexity with simple molecular design but requires syn-
thesis of a large number of distinct DNA strands. The
integration of the two strategies could lead to a cost-efficient
construction of nanostructures of high complexity.

As the analogy of LEGO bricks in the macroscopic world
goes, when bricks of different shapes and properties are
included, one can build sophisticated models more easily. We
believe the similar scenario applies to building blocks of
structural DNA nanotechnology and that is the rationale
behind our development to adopt different motifs, including
ones in this study, to build complex DNA nanostructures.[4a,b,d]

When building blocks of different fine structural features are
available, one can build versatile DNA nanostructures with
high levels of controllability, precision, and functionality.
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